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ABSTRACT
Wikipedia is known for serving humans’ informational needs.
Over the past decade, the encyclopedic knowledge encoded
in Wikipedia has also powerfully served computer systems.
Leading algorithms in artificial intelligence, natural language
processing, data mining, geographic information science, and
many other fields analyze the text and structure of articles
to build computational models of the world.
Many software packages extract knowledge from Wikipedia. However, existing tools either (1) provide Wikipedia
data, but not well-known Wikipedia-based algorithms or (2)
narrowly focus on one such algorithm.
This paper presents the WikiBrain software framework,
an extensible Java-based platform that democratizes access
to a range of Wikipedia-based algorithms and technologies.
WikiBrain provides simple access to the diverse Wikipedia
data needed for semantic algorithms and technologies, ranging from page views to Wikidata. In a few lines of code,
a developer can use WikiBrain to access Wikipedia data
and state-of-the-art algorithms. WikiBrain also enables researchers to extend Wikipedia-based algorithms and evaluate their extensions. WikiBrain promotes a new vision of the
Wikipedia software ecosystem: every researcher and developer should have access to state-of-the-art Wikipedia-based
technologies.

1.

INTRODUCTION

In 2004, Jimmy Wales articulated his audacious vision for
Wikipedia: “Imagine a world in which every single person on
the planet is given free access to the sum of all human knowledge [31].” In the decade since Wales’ declaration, Wikipedia
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has raced towards this goal, growing in articles, revisions,
and gigabytes by factor of 20.1 The planet has taken notice.
Humans turn to Wikipedia’s 31 million articles more than
any other online reference. The online encylopedia’s 287
languages attract a global audience that make it the sixth
most visited site on the web.2
However, outside the public eye, computers have also come
to rely on Wikipedia. Algorithms across many fields extract
meaning from the encyclopedia by analyzing articles’ text,
links, titles, and category structure. Search engines such as
Google and Bing respond to user queries by extracting structured knowledge from Wikipedia3 . Leading semantic relatedness (SR) algorithms estimate the strength of association
between words by mining Wikipedia’s text, link structure
[32], and concept structure [5]. Geospatial technologies extract geographic information from Wikipedia to understand
the world around us in entirely new ways (e.g. [22, 20]).
Though powerful, these Wikipedia-centric algorithms present serious engineering obstacles. Downloading, parsing,
and saving hundreds of gigabytes of database content requires careful software engineering. Extracting structure
from Wikipedia requires computers to reconcile the messy,
human process of article creation and revision. Finally, determining exactly what information an application needs,
whether Wikipedia provides that information, and how that
information can be efficiently delivered taxes software designers.
These engineering challenges stand as a barrier to developers of intelligent applications and researchers of Wikipediabased algorithms. While large software companies such as
Google and Microsoft extensively use Wikipedia-mined knowledge1 , smaller companies with limited engineering resources
have a much harder time leveraging it. Researchers mining
Wikipedia face similar engineering challenges. Instead of
focusing on innovative contributions, they frequently spend
hours reinventing the Wikipedia data processing wheel or
wrangling a complex Wikipedia analysis framework to meet
their needs. This situation has created a fragmented Wikipedia software ecosystem in which it is extremely difficult to
reproduce results and extend Wikipedia-based technologies.
1
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This paper introduces WikiBrain,4 a software library that
democratizes access to state-of-the-art Wikipedia-based algorithms and techniques. In a few minutes, a developer
can add the WikiBrain Java library and run a single program that downloads, parses, and saves Wikipedia data on
commodity hardware. WikiBrain provides a robust, fast
API to access and query article text and structured metadata such as links, categories, pageview analytics, and Wikidata.[49]. WikiBrain also makes three state-of-the-art research advances available to every developer and researcher
as API “primitives:” a multilingual concept network (Section
4), semantic relatedness algorithms (Section 5), and geospatial data integration (Section 6). In doing so, WikiBrain
empowers developers to create rich intelligent applications
and enables researchers to focus their efforts on creating and
evaluating robust, innovative, reproducible software.
This paper describes WikiBrain, compares it to related
software libraries, and provides examples of its use. Section two begins by reviewing research algorithms that mine
Wikipedia and software APIs that support those algorithms.
Section three discusses the overall design and usage of WikiBrain. We then delve into details on the three ’primitives’
(Sections four, five, and six). Finally, section seven consists
of a case study that uses WikiBrain to quantitatively evaluate Tobler’s First Law of Geography – “everything is related
to everything else, but near things are more related than
distant things” [48] – replicating the results of a study by
Hecht and Moxley [20] in a few lines of code.

2.

RELATED WORK

Wikipedia has attracted the attention of researchers in a
wide range of fields. Broadly speaking, Wikipedia research
can be split into two categories: work that studies Wikipedia
and work that uses Wikipedia as a source of world knowledge. While the former body of literature is large (e.g. [23,
41, 25, 34]), the latter is likely at least an order of magnitude
larger.
Researchers have leveraged the unprecedented structured
repository of world knowledge in Wikipedia for an enormous
variety of tasks. For instance, Wikipedia has helped computers read natural language (e.g. [32, 7, 4]), it is slowly
becoming the “crystallization point” for the semantic web
[1, 39] (especially with the onset of Wikidata), and it has
even been used to predict the future in domains like public
health [28] and box office performance [29].
Due to the value of the encyclopedic world knowledge in
Wikipedia, many software packages have been developed to
extract information from Wikipedia and many datasets of
extracted information have been shared. While these software packages and datasets are successful in a number of
ways, they are either limited to a subset of basic data structures or focus on a single intelligent Wikipedia-based algorithm or system.
WikiBrain, in contrast, supports diverse Wikipedia technologies (e.g. spatial, semantic relatedness, and multilingual), and provides simple access to a variety of basic structures that have been shown to be useful in other technologies. With these structures (and WikiBrain’s algorithms),
we hope to facilitate the incorporation of existing Wikipediabased technologies and the development of new ones.
Below, we discuss some of the more prominent existing
4
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software packages and datasets for processing Wikipedia data.
We divide this discussion into two parts: the first is targeted
at software and datasets related to basic Wikipedia structures and the second is focused on software that is specific
to a single Wikipedia-based technology. As the WikiBrain
team has the strict policy of not reinventing the wheel whenever possible, WikiBrain leverages some of this existing work
in select portions of its functionality. Where this is the case,
we describe how WikiBrain was aided by a particular software package or dataset.

2.1

Access to basic data structures

•

Wikipedia API: The Wikimedia Foundation provides access to an impressive array of data through a REST API.
Accessing this API is substantially slower than accessing
well-engineered locally stored versions of the data. However, the Wikipedia API has one important advantage over
all other means of accessing Wikipedia data: it is always
100% up to date. In order to support real-time access to
Wikipedia data, WikiBrain has wrappers for the Wikipedia
API that allow developers to access the live Wikipedia API
just as easily as they can locally stored Wikipedia data (the
switch is a single line of code per data structure). They can
even easily integrate data from the two sources.

•

Java Wikipedia Library (JWPL): JWPL provides access to basic data structures like links and categories. WikiBrain uses some libraries from JWPL to faciliate the parsing of wiki markup.

•

DBpedia: DBpedia [1] is a highly influential project that
extracts structured information from Wikipedia pages. Its
widely-used datasets include basic structures like links and
categories, but also an inferred general-purpose ontology,
mappings to other data sources (e.g. Freebase, YAGO),
and other enriched corpora. WikiBrain connects to DBpedia’s dataset of geographic coordinates as described below.

•

bliki: Bliki is a “parser library for converting Wikipedia
wikitext notation to HTML”. Bliki allows for structured
access to a variety of wiki markup data structures (e.g.
images, links, tables). However, Bliki does not support information external to wiki markup, for instance page views
and Wikidata.

•

Python tools: A number of Python tools exist to support
access to basic Wikipedia data structures (e.g. Halfaker’s
recently released MediaWiki Utilities [12]), but these target
basic data.

2.2

Specialized intelligent tools

•

Wikipedia Miner: Wikipedia Miner is a software library
built around Milne and Witten’s link-based semantic relatedness measure [32], which we have also implemented
in WikiBrain (with some extensions). While Wikipedia
Miner provides fast and robust support for this measure
and related services (e.g. disambiguation), it is specifically
focused on this measure and does not include support or
frameworks for additional semantic relatedness measures or
other intelligent Wikipedia-based technologies (e.g. spatial
and multilingual).

•

Semantic similarity: A variety of software packages implement semantic similarity algorithms based on WordNet,
a family of algorithms that led to current Wikipedia-based
semantic relatedness algorithms (semantic similarity is a

subset of semantic relatedness). SML-Library [14] and the
Wordnet::Similarity Perl Library [37] are two of the mostknown packages. Other software libraries in this area also
exist, but they do not include the diversity of SR algorithms, performance optimizations, and flexibility of WikiBrain.

3.

OVERVIEW OF WIKIBRAIN

This section provides an overview of the WikiBrain framework, explaining how users incorporate it into their projects
and detailing its overall design and feature set. Specific Java
code examples appear in Section 7.

3.1

Features and basic use

WikiBrain provides a rich set of intelligent “primitives”
and a wide range of data structures, offering a more robust
platform that related software packages. Below, we summarize a subset of these features:
•

Core data structures: WikiBrain downloads and organizes Wikipedia datasets published by the Wikimedia
foundation. It provides access to raw wikitext and article
plaintext, including full-text search using Lucene.5 . It also
stores structured article metadata, including wikilinks, the
redirect graph, and the category graph.

•

Multilingual support: WikiBrain supports all Wikipedia
language editions. It also includes algorithms that connect
language-specific articles to their corresponding languageneutral concepts (Section 4).

•

Semantic relatedness algorithms. WikiBrain includes
six state-of-the-art semantic relatedness (SR) algorithms
that measure the relationship between two concepts. As
discussed below (Section 5), SR algorithms serve as a key
component for a litany of intelligent technologies. WikiBrain also provides a robust set of evaluation tools for SR
researchers.

•

Wikidata: WikiBrain stores and queries structured Wikidata ”facts” about articles. For example, birth dates of
people, national languages of countries, and scientific taxonomies of animals.

•

Spatial infrastructure: Wikibrain supports the storing
and querying of geographic information connected to articles (Section 6).

•

Usability: WikiBrain is fast and easy to use. It offers a
variety of flexible configuration options and simple environment setup. WikiBrain supports optimized data representations for critical data structures such as links and singlemachine parallelization (i.e. multi-threading support) for
all computationally intensive features.
Pageviews WikiBrain imports and analyzes page view
logs that capture how many times each page is visited.6

•

Java projects incorporate WikiBrain by downloading the
Wikibrain jar files or referencing the maven build dependency (see Section 7). Developers interact with WikiBrain
in two stages. In the import stage, Wikipedia database
dumps are downloaded, parsed, and stored. This pre-processing step occurs once. In the runtime stage, an application
uses the WikiBrain Java API to query and analyze stored
5
6

Figure 1: The WikiBrain gui allows supports typical use
cases. Advanced users can customize WikiBrain behavior
using configuration files.

http://lucene.apache.org
Data from http://stats.grok.se/

data. A detailed walkthrough of the API’s use can be seen
in Section 7.
The software design of WikiBrain was established with
three goals in mind: flexibility, ease of use and speed.
These goals reflect our needs and experience developing three
applications that mine Wikipedia for knowledge: 1) Omnipedia, a visualization of cultural differences across Wikipedia language editions [2], 2) Atlasify, a geo-spatial visualization framework for Wikipedia concepts [15] and 3)
the Macademia research interest visualization website [44].
While we designed WikiBrain with these systems in mind,
we believe the three guidelines detailed below serve a wide
range of intelligent algorithms and applications.

3.2

Designed for ease of use

WikiBrain strives to reduce the software barriers to Wikipedia data, algorithms, and technologies. To illustrate the
ease of integration consider how Jack, a canonical software
developer, interacts with the system. Jack needs to prototype an intelligent Wikipedia-based application. He downloads the WikiBrain jar files, runs one Java GUI program
(Figure 1) to import Simple English Wikipedia, and adds
a few lines of WikiBrain code to his application. For Jack,
WikiBrain defaults to using an embedded H2 database7 ; no
system dependencies are required. Jack is up and running
with Wikibrain and imported Wikipedia data in 20 minutes.
As Jack illustrated, a software developer or researcher can
quickly begin their integration of Wikipedia knowledge with
little time or effort. Developers can gradually move to more
complex modes of interaction with WikiBrain by changing
configuration files, loading larger language sets, and using
advanced API features.

3.3

Designed for flexibility

We designed WikiBrain to support a wide range of users
and applications. To illustrate this flexibility, contrast Jack’s
use of WikiBrain with that of Jill, a geographer hoping to use
knowledge from Wikipedia in an algorithm to design more
semantically cohesive voting districts in the United States.
Jill has customized the configuration of WikiBrain using so
that it stores data in a PostGIS database server. She relies on state-of-the-art semantic relatedness and Wikipedia
spatial layers as foundational algorithms in her work. Using WikiBrain’s evaluation framework she verifies that the
SR algorithms she relies upon are performing at expected
accuracy levels. She plans to release a reference implemen7
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language
Simple English
German
Full English
25 largest languages

articles
102K
1.9M
4.6M
25M

links
6M
96M
470M
1,670M

runtime
8 min
210 min
640 min
3163 min

Table 1: Import times for selected Wikipedia language editions on a 2012 Macbook Pro.
tation of her algorithms that depend on WikiBrain so other
researchers can replicate her results.
WikiBrain effectively supports both Jack and Jill. Its architecture allows runtime configuration of components using Java code or JSON configuration files. For example,
a WikiBrain-powered web application might use optimized
flat file storage of links for SR algorithms, but query the
WikiMedia foundation’s live Wikipedia API when showing
links to the user.

3.4

Designed for speed

WikiBrain has been engineered for speed on a single machine in both the import and runtime stages. The data
import stage uses multi-threaded parsing and loading that
enable data from many languages to be loaded quickly.
Table 1 shows import times for selected languages on a
2012 Macbook Pro, excluding the time required to download the database files (which depends on a user’s internet connection speed). The table shows import times for
the core WikiBrain module that supports pages, redirects,
categories, links, multilingual concepts, a Lucene-based fulltext search engine, and several other features. Additional
WikiBrain modules (e.g. Wikidata, SR, and spatial) can
be loaded during the import stage, and require a relatively
small amount of time (i.e. less than an hour for full English).
Simple English, a version of Wikipedia written for English
learners (and a version that is excellent for the prototyping of
intelligent Wikipedia-based applications), loads in 8 minutes
on a laptop. The 25 largest Wikipedias, capturing 51 million
pages and 1.6 billion links, can be imported in two days.
The runtime API is designed to efficiently support data
intensive applications. In general, the speed of query operations scales with the underlying SQL database. However,
some critical data is stored in both a representation optimized for speed and in the SQL database. For example,
WikiBrain represents wikilinks in both a custom memorymapped flat file and an SQL table. If a program only needs
the articles that link to “Grace Hopper” or vice-versa, the
sparse matrix representation is used (it retrieves about a
million links per second). If a program wants more detailed
information about a wikilink such as its anchortext or location in the article, the SQL table is used.

4.

MULTILINGUAL PRIMITIVES

In recent years, much Wikipedia research has analyzed
cultural differences in Wikipedia language editions or utilized the encyclopedia as a multilingual resource. Researchers
seeking insights into Wikipedia language edition differences
have sought to understand the effect of cultural differences
in contribution and collaboration patterns [38, 18]) and compared the descriptions of world knowledge in each language
edition (e.g. [2, 27]) among other directions (e.g. [53]).
Projects that leverage multilingual data from Wikipedia are
even more numerous, and have led to innovations in areas

like statistical machine translation (e.g. [46]), topic modeling (e.g. [33]), and bilingual dictionary creation (e.g. [6]).
Despite the diversity of this multilingual Wikipedia research, nearly all work in this space faces the problem of
concept alignment. In order to treat Wikipedia as a multlingual resource, pages about the same concept in multiple
langauges must first be “aligned.” For example, an application must group together the article “Germany” in English,
“Deutschland” in German, “Alemá” in Spanish, and so on.
As a result, concept alignment has been a major area of
research over the past half-decade.
WikiBrain abstracts this problem from developers. It incorporates a state-of-the-art concept alignment algorithm,
Conceptualign [2], which can be run during the import stage
(assuming the developer has chosen to import more than one
language edition).
The world of multilingual Wikipedia has undergone a sea
change since Conceptualign was developed in 2011. Beginning with the first stage of the Wikidata project, concept
alignment has, in effect, been crowdsourced. These crowdsourced mappings generate the links in the “Languages” sidebar on many Wikipedia pages. As a result of the prominence of Wikidata concept mappings, WikiBrain utilizes
these mappings by default in the import stage when more
than one language is being processed (rather than those from
Conceptualign).
However, Wikidata’s crowdsourcing of concept alignment
faces important obstacles —- not the least of which involve
collaborating across groups of people that speak dozens of
different languages —- and its concept mappings are not perfect. Many of the most challenging concept mapping cases
discussed by Bao et al. [2] are not handled well by Wikidata,
e.g. the relationship between “High school” (English Wikipedia), “Secondary school” (English Wikipedia) and their
analogues in other languages is problematic. WikiBrain’s
concept mapping API has, like its other APIs, been written
in a highly extensible format and it is our hope that researchers will utilize WikiBrain as a test bed for improving
upon Wikidata’s mappings.

4.1

Using concept mappings

Regardless of the concept mapping strategy used, after
building the concept mapping during import, WikiBrain
makes it easy to access information at the language-neutral
concept level rather than the language-specific article level.
For instance, to access all the articles about the concept
known in English as “Germany” and print out their page
ids, one would only need to write:8
// UniversalPage represents a multilingual concept .
// It is distinguished from LocalPage , which represents
// language - specific articles .
UniversalPageDao upDao = configurator . get (
UniversalPageDao . class );
UniversalPage germany = upDao . getByName (
" Germany " , Language . EN );
for ( LocalId id : germany . getLanguageSpecificEntities () ){
System . out . println ( id ) ;
}

The ability to use language-neutral Wikipedia concepts
has large implications. Research has shown that each language edition of Wikipedia represents vastly different views
8
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of encyclopedic world knowledge. Even many of the small
language editions have a great deal of content not in any
other language edition. As such, concept-level access to
Wikipedia unlocks significantly more world knowledge for
system builders than any single language edition. In addition, for those who study multilingual Wikipedia, conceptlevel access to Wikipedia information will allow straightforward comparisons of any Wikipedia resource supported
by WikiBrain (e.g. comparing the number of page views
received by articles about the same concept in different languages, etc.).

5.

SEMANTIC-RELATEDNESS PRIMITIVES

This section details how WikiBrain moves beyond explicit
semantic relationships to algorithmically infer the strength
of relationships between words, phrases, and articles using
semantic relatedness (SR) algorithms.
The automatic estimation of the relatedness between two
concepts has been an active area of research in artificial intelligence (AI) and natural language processing (NLP) for
decades [43]. Semantic relatedness (SR) algorithms - the
family of algorithms that perform this estimation – underly
an enormous variety of applications in a series of domains.
These applications range from low-level tasks like word sense
disambiguation [36] and coreference resolution [40] to highlevel technologies like search engines [42] and information
visualization systems [3].
Generally speaking, SR algorithms provide a single numeric estimate of the number and strength of relationships
between any two concepts a and b (typically between 0 and
1) [18]. For instance, if concept a is “human-computer interaction” and concept b is “Alan Kay”, we might expect a
good semantic relatedness algorithm to output a high value
for SR(a, b). Conversely, if concept b is replaced with “Kim
Kardashian”, we might expect the opposite.
Researchers have proposed literally hundreds of SR algorithms over the past two decades. All state-of-the-art
SR algorithms require a large human-engineered knowledge
base. For some algorithms, this knowledge base must be
Wikipedia for its link, category, or concept structure [32, 5].
Other SR algorithms require a text corpora such as Wikipedia [11]. Thus, most modern SR algorithms can be built
using Wikipedia as a knowledge base.
Though SR algorithms have existed for decades, they present
serious implementation challenges to researchers and practitioners. SR algorithms typically require large corpora of
data that must be carefully analyzed. It is also difficult
to find robust, efficient implementations of SR algorithms.
These challenges hurt not only industry developers, but researchers developing visualization, NLP, or IR algorithms
that use SR as an algorithmic primitive.
WikiBrain fills this gap by providing a robust end-to-end
SR framework that allows developers and research to easily
tap state-of-the-art SR algorithms. WikiBrain’s SR API extends beyond the traditional single SR("apple", "orange")
method to offer three SR methods critical to real-world applications (Figure 2). First, traditional pairwise SR estimates can be obtained for both phrases and Wikipedia articles. Second, given a target phrase or article, WikiBrain efficiently retrieves the highest scoring articles (mostSimilar).
Third, WikiBrain calculates the cosimilarity matrix between
articles or phrases. Applications and researchers can combine these SR primitives to build applications that reflect

// Estimate similarity between phrases or articles
SRResult similarity ( String phrase1 , String phrase2 );
SRResult similarity ( int pageId1 , int pageId2 ) ;
// Find the most similar articles to a phrase or article .
SRResultList mostSimilar ( int pageId ) ;
SRResultList mostSimilar ( String phrase ) ;
// The cosimilarity matrix between phrases or articles .
float [][] cosimilarity ( String phrases []) ;
float [][] cosimilarity ( int pageIds []) ;

Figure 2: A listing of the SR primitives provided by WikiBrain. Only the first function is typically supported by SR
implementations, but applications often need a richer API.
human intuition will still running efficiently.
WikiBrain SR has been optimized to support the performance needs of real-world applications. SR algorithms are
traditionally designed to efficiently estimate the relatedness
of a pair of words. However, intelligent systems often need
to calculate hundreds or thousands of estimates to perform
a task. For example, a search engine wanting to display
Wikipedia articles related to a query would estimate the relatedness of a query to each of the millions of Wikipedia
articles and return the top scoring articles. WikiBrain has
been optimized for demanding scenarios such as these. As
an example, WikiBrain can calculate the pairwise semantic estimates between all 4 million English Wikipedia pages
(roughly 8 trillion SR estimates) in a few days.9
WikiBrain includes a rich set of six well-tested SR algorithms that developers interact with through a simple unified interface (Figure 2). These SR algorithms analyze Wikipedia’s category structure [47], link structure [32, 15], and
article text [5, 30] to generate SR estimates. In addition
to these five SR implementations, WikiBrain supports an
SR “ensemble” that fits a linear combination of other SR
algorithms as described in [15].
WikiBrain also provides a robust SR evaluation framework. It includes reference gold-standard datasets, crossvalidation support, and common subcomponents needed for
SR such as vector models and disambiguators. WikiBrain
includes evaluation support for the traditional SR accuracy
measures between SR estimates and gold-standards (meanabsolute-error, Pearson’s correlation, and Spearman’s correlation). It also provides a framework for evaluating information-retrieval metrics such as precision and recall — characteristics important to many real world systems, but generally not studied by the SR community.

5.1

Example SR use

We now demonstrate WikiBrain SR through a short case
study. We first ask WikiBrain for the English articles most
closely related to the phrase “jazz:”
SRResultList similar = sr . mostSimilar ( " jazz " , 5) ;

Printing out the resulting list, we would see:
0.908:
0.784:
0.760:
0.757:
0.754:

9

Jazz
Blues
American popular music
American folk music
Rock and roll

This computation calls mostSimilar for each Wikipedia article with a large result limit (e.g. 100,000 articles), effectively truncating the near-zero SR estimates at 0.0.

We then restrict results to just movies (Wikipedia concept
id 11424). We first retrieve all the Wikipedia articles that
are movies.
Set < LocalId > candidates = wikiDataDao . pagesWithValue (
" instance of " , WikidataValue . forItem (11424) ,
Language . EN ) ;

We would then convert the local ids to a set of integers
called candidates and pass these to the mostSimilar method.
SRResultList results = sr . mostSimilar ( " jazz " , 10 ,
candidates );

Resulting in a list of movies related to ”jazz:”
0.785:
0.776:
0.766:
0.761:
0.760:

6.

Soul to Soul
All You Need Is Love : The Story of Popular Music
One Night with Blue Note
The World According to John Coltrane
Paris Blues

SPATIAL PRIMITIVES

Recognizing that Wikipedia contains an unprecedented
amount of structured information about places in the real
world, researchers and practitioners in geographic information science, geography and computer science have leveraged
Wikipedia in numerous research projects and products. Indeed, Wikipedia articles about geographic entities –– often
called “geographic articles” [17] —- have become a canonical
example of volunteered geographic information, the subset of
user-generated content that contains a geographic reference
and that has been described as having “profound impacts
on...the discipline of geography and its relationship to the
general public.” [9].
Researchers have utilized geographic Wikipedia articles in
a wide range of studies. For instance, Hecht and Gergle [16]
leveraged the geographic information in Wikipedia to examine the variation in spatial coverage of user-generated content, and Graham and colleagues have built on this work to
describe the “geographies of world knowledge” as described
in Wikipedia (as well as other web content) [10]. Other
geographic research utilizing Wikipedia data has included
several examinations of the relationship between a user’s
location and the locations about which they submit usergenerated content (e.g. [17, 26, 13]), geographic studies of
controversy in Wikipedia [52], and building geographic text
models with Wikipedia data [51].
Outside the research world, geographic information in Wikipedia is even more prominent. Text from the corresponding geographic article is displayed prominently alongside a
map when searching for a place name on Googl and Bing.
In addition, Wikipedia has become an important tool for
connecting place names to their corresponding geographic
coordinates across the Web (e.g. BBC [24]).
However, each of these projects and products uses its own
custom infrastructure for processing and utilizing Wikipedia
as a source of geographic information. As with semantic relatedness and multilingual concept alignment, reproducibility, comparability, and the ability to leverage advances in
new applications has been limited. Any researcher or developer wishing to take advantage of the geographic information in Wikipedia must start at a low level, reinventing the
wheel and resolving (or ignoring) important problems.
WikiBrain addresses this situation by abstracting the process of gathering, processing, and cleaning geographic infor-

mation in Wikipedia. Any user of WikiBrain can immediately begin to leverage this information in novel applications
with no start-up costs other than a brief, automated import
stage. Specifically, WikiBrain supports the following four
capabilities, all of which play important roles in geographic
Wikipedia research and applications:
1. Easy access to Wikipedia article “geotags.”
2. Solutions to the Geoweb Scale Problem, a major obstacle
in the use of Wikipedia’s geographic information.
3. Connections to well-known libraries for processing geographic
information, thus reducing common statistical errors and
computational inefficiencies found in geographic Wikipedia
research.
4. Generalization to non-geographic spatial domains, an emerging area of research and technologies.
The design of these capabilities is covered in detail in the
following sections.

6.1

Latitude and longitude coordinates

Geographic analyses and applications based on Wikipedia
are, at a core level, enabled by the large number of articles that have been tagged with latitude and longitude
coordinates (i.e. “geotagged”). For instance, the article
“Berlin” in the English Wikipedia is tagged with the coordinate (13.38,52.51) and the article “Alaska” in the English
Wikipedia is tagged with (-150,64). These tags occur either
through templates, or, more recently, as part of Wikidata.
While historically researchers and practitioners had to parse
these templates themselves, pre-parsed datasets of articlelinked coordinates have been available for a number of years
(e.g. DBpedia’s Geo-Coordinates dataset10 and WikipediaWorld11 ). Wikidata provides a means for users to independently obtain up-to-date datasets of these coordinates.
After automated import, developers using WikiBrain can
easily access latitude and longitude coordinates that are
linked to Wikipedia articles using a single line of code:
// get latitude and longitude coordinate by article name
Geometry g = spatialDao . getGeometry ( " Alaska " , Language .EN
, " wikidata " ) ;
// get latitude and longitude point by Wikidata item ID ,
// using static shortcuts for built - in layers
Geometry g = spatialDao . getGeometry (797 , Layers . WIKIDATA );

The “wikidata” in the above code refers to the “wikidata”
layer, which contains all of the geographic coordinates in
Wikidata. WikiBrain also includes layers that contain information from DBpedia and Natural Earth.12
Even though the days of parsing geographic coordinates
oneself are fortunately over, several large challenges still
make it difficult to utilize Wikipedia as a source of geographic information. Moreover, these challenges are not
nearly as visible as the need to extract coordinates through
parsing and, as a result, they can —- and have –– caused important silent failures. Through abstraction and connection
with standard open-source geographic tools and datasets,
WikiBrain makes it straightforward to address the most important of these problems: (1) the Geoweb Scale Problem
10

http://wiki.dbpedia.org/Datasets
http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:WikiProjekt_
Georeferenzierung/Hauptseite/Wikipedia-World/en
12
http://naturalearthdata.com
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and (2) the proper basic handling of geographic information.
These are the subjects of the next two sections.

6.2

The Geoweb Scale Problem

The Geoweb Scale Problem occurs when spatial representations are “at too coarse a scale for a given problem”[19].
As noted above, all spatial representations in Wikipedia are
single coordinates, the coarsest possible representation of a
spatial entity. For instance, Berlin, which has a spatial footprint of almost 900 square kilometers, is represented as a
single point at the center of the city.
Any geographic research project or product that requires
consideration of distance, spatial containment, neighbors
(next-to relations), and many other geographic operations
will incur significant innaccuracies when using point representations. For instance, consider Hecht and Gergle’s work
that sought to evaluate the “localness” of the editors of geographic Wikipedia articles [17]. Had they not corrected
for the Geoweb Scale Problem, they would have incorrectly
assessed the distance between an editor in Alaska’s capital,
Juneau, and the state of Alaska, to be over 1000km, and
thus considered the editor to be very “non-local”.
WikiBrain has easy-to-use implementations of all three
methods researchers have used to address the Geoweb Scale
Problem in Wikipedia in previous literature. Namely, WikiBrain (1) includes rich spatial representations for all countries and first-order administrative districts (e.g. states,
provinces, Bundeslände), (2) it allows for automated connection of Wikipedia articles to rich spatial representations
in a Shapefile format (an industry standard), and (3) it affords the easy filtering out of very large spatial entities.
WikiBrain automatically connects global country and firstorder administrative district shapefiles from the NaturalEarth
project to their corresponding Wikipedia articles during the
spatial import stage using title-matching and pre-executed
manual correction. These shapefiles contain detailed polygonal spatial representations of countries and adminstrative
districts, thereby eliminating the Geoweb Scale Problem in
these important cases. To access one of these rich spatial
representations, one must simply write one of the following
single lines of code:
// get geometries by article name and language ;
// GADM1 refers to first - order districts ,
// GADM0 refers to countries
Geometry g = spatialDao . getGeometry ( " Alaska " , Language .
getByLangCode ( " en " ) , " state " ) ;
// get geometry by Wikidata item ID
Geometry g = spatialDao . getGeometry (797 , Layers . STATE ) ;

Wikipedia-based products and research projects may require rich geographic representations for other types of geographic Wikipedia articles (e.g. polygonal representations
of cities, counties, national parks, etc.). As such, WikiBrain makes it easy to connect representations in arbitrary
shapefiles to Wikipedia articles. To do so, WikiBrain utilizes named entity disambiguation and a powerful geo-spatial
database matching ruleset.
Finally, certain research projects address the the Geoweb
Scale Problem by eliminating geographic Wikipedia articles
with a sufficiently large spatial footprint (e.g. [26]). To
do so, they have leveraged a convention in Wikipedia point
representations in which larger entities specify coordinates
in less precision. For instance, Alaska’s coordinate specifies
degrees latitude and longitude, but not minutes or seconds.

To support this approach, WikiBrain allows users to specify
a minimum precision level when obtaining a geometry. For
instance, after executing the following code, g would be null.
Geometry g = spatialDao . getGeometry ( " Alaska " , Language .
getByLangCode ( " en " ) , " wikidata " , LatLonPrecision .
HIGH )

WikiBrain also supports a variant of this approach that
has appeared in the literature (e.g. [20]) in which just countries and first-order administrative districts are removed (see
below for an example).

6.3

Geographic information best practices

Research and systems that use Wikipedia as a source of information about the real world are often developed by computer scientists with little background in the storing, managing, processing, and communicating of geographic information [50, 21]. As such, WikiBrain provides simple access to
geographic information best practices for WikiBrain developers. To do so, we built WikiBrain’s spatial capabilities on
top of the GeoTools 13 software library, the most well-known
open-soruce Java geographic information systems software
library. Indeed, the Geometry data type you see above belongs to this library.
Through our GeoTools-based approach, WikiBrain users
have easy access to powerful geographic operations. For
instance, rather than calculating distances in degrees latitude and longitude – a common but highly incorrect practice in the processing of Wikipedia geographic information –
WikiBrain users can leverage GeoTools’ GeodeticCalculator,
which can perform distance calculations on highly sophisticated models of the earth in just a few lines of code (see case
study in Section 7 for an example).

6.4

Non-geographic spatial reference systems

In recent years the use of geographic operations in nonspatial references has gained prominence. For instance, researchers have utilized geographic information systems (GIS)like techniques on periodic tables [15], basketball courts [8],
and data-driven spaces that are the result of dimension reduction [45]. Wikipedia has played a key role in several
research projects in this area (e.g. [15, 35]) as many of these
projects require a robust text model for each entity in a
non-geographic reference system.
WikiBrain makes this type of research much easier. WikiBrain’s spatial capabilities have been designed from the
ground up to support non-geographic reference systems. For
example, the following code retrieves the geometry for “Sodium”
in WikiBrain’s built-in periodic table spatial reference system (one of several built-in non-geographic reference systems
from [15]):
Geometry g = spatialDao . getGeometry ( " Sodium " , Language .EN
, " elements " , " periodic_table " ) ;

7.

CASE STUDY: TOBLER’S FIRST LAW

The previous sections describe WikiBrain’s capabilities at
a high level. In order to provide a lower-level understanding of the software library, this section walks through a case
study of its use. In keeping withs our view of WikiBrain as a
means of democratizing access to state-of-the-art Wikipediabased research, the case study involves the replication of a
13

http://www.geotools.org

Wikipedia research project by Hecht and Moxley [20] that
provided the first empirical examination of what is known as
First Law of Geography, or Tobler’s First Law (TFL) [48].
The case study shows how the thousands of lines of code
that were required for the initial study are reduced to only
a few lines using WikiBrain, and how many of the capabilities described above (e.g. spatial, semantic relatedness, and
multilingual) can be easily employed and integrated.
Tobler’s First Law is a well-known precept in the field of
geography that states that “everything is related to everything else, but near things are more related than distant
things.” [48]. While TFL provides the theoretical basis for
many large research areas within geography and related domains, prior to the work of Hecht and Moxley, it had not
been validated quantitatively across general world knowledge. Wikipedia-based semantic relatedness measures applied to geographic Wikipedia articles examined across multiple languages allowed Hecht and Moxley to perform this
evaluation.
We now describe how a developer would replicate Hecht
and Moxley’s work using WikiBrain.

7.1

Case study walk-through

Once the commands have finished, the developer is ready
to begin writing her Java program. Below, we highlight the
key parts of this program, but the full code can be found on
the WikiBrain website. 14
All WikiBrain programs begin by creating an “Environment” that provides access to WikiBrain components. The
environment is created using the command line args so that
the program can accept standard WikiBrain options such as
a configuration file (“-c my.conf‘) and a language (“-l en”).
Replicating Hecht and Moxley’s study requires access to
several key WikiBrain components. Programs retrieve components by asking the WikiBrain environment’s “configurator” for a component of that class. WikiBrain uses the Data
Access Object (DAO) pattern15 for components that import
and query data. Our program needs DAOs for languagespecific pages (called LocalPages), multilingual concepts (called
UniversalPages), and spatial data. It will also need SR algorithms (called MonolingualSRMetric) for both English and
German.
// Create WikiBrain environment from command - line args
// This could be customized in Java code as well .
Env env = EnvBuilder . envFromArgs ( args ) ;

To replicate Hecht and Moxley, a developer would begin
by integrating WikiBrain into a new project by either downloading pre-built JARs from the WikiBrain site or referencing WikiBrain as a maven dependency as shown below.

// Get data access objects from the configurator
Configurator c = env . getConfigurator () ;
LocalPageDao lpd = c . get ( LocalPageDao . class ) ;
UniversalPageDao upd = c . get ( UniversalPageDao . class );
SpatialDao sd = c . get ( SpatialDataDao . class ) ;

< dependency >
< groupId > org . wikibrainapi </ groupId >
< artifactId > wikibrain </ artifactId >
< version > 0.3.0 </ version >
</ dependency >

// Get SR algorithms in German and English
SRMetric deSr = c . get ( SRMetric . class , " ensemble " ,
" language " , " de " ) ;
SRMetric enSr = c . get ( SRMetric . class , " ensemble " ,
" language " , " en " ) ;

Since this analysis uses the large full English Wikipedia,
the developer would configure WikiBrain to use the scalable Postgres database instead of the (default) embedded
h2, which is useful for smaller language editions (e.g. Simple English). They would create an “override” configuration
file, which we name “my.conf”.

We next collect the spatial representations for all geographic concepts that have articles in both English and German. For instance, the following code will return a concept
id and geometry for Berlin, San Francisco, the Bundestag,
etc. Note that, as described above, we filter out first-order
administrative districts and countries, which was also done
by Hecht and Moxley.

dao . dataSource . default : psql
dao . dataSource . psql {
username : tobler
password : ""
url : " jdbc : postgresql :// localhost / wikibrain "
}

The developer would next import Wikipedia data by running Java classes supplied by WikiBrain. WikiBrain classes
using the WikiBrain import GUI (Figure 1), a Java IDE such
as Eclipse and IntelliJ, or by running WikiBrain’s wb-java.sh
utility shell script that appropriately sets the Java classpath.
# load basic data for English and German using our config
org . wikibrain . dao . load . Loader -l en , de -c my . conf \
-s core -s spatial
# Train the SR algorithm in both German and English
org . wikibrain . sr . SRBuilder -c my . conf -l en
org . wikibrain . sr . SRBuilder -c my . conf -l de

The first command imports core (categories, pages, links,
etc.) and spatial Wikipedia data in English and German
using our configuration file. The final commands train the
ensemble SR algorithm in English and German. Although
Hecht and Moxley performed their study on 25 large language editions, sufficient semantic relatedness ground truth
data does not exist outside English and German, so we focus
on these language editions in this case study.

LanguageSet langs = new LanguageSet ( " en , de " ) ;
Map < UniversalPage , Point > locations = new HashMap < >() ;
// Get all geometries and their corresponding concept
// IDs for geographic articles not in the country or
state layers
Map < Integer , Geometry > geo = sd . getAllGeometries (
Layers . WIKIDATA , Layers . COUNTRY , Layers . STATE );
// Add points for all concepts that have articles
// in both the German and English Wikipedias
for ( Integer conceptId : geo . keySet () ) {
UniversalPage concept = upd . getById ( conceptId );
if ( concept . hasAllLanguages ( langs ) ) {
locations . put ( concept ,
( Point ) geo . get ( conceptId ) ) ;
}
}

Finally, we randomly sample pairs of concepts (code not
shown). Given two concepts, c1 and c2, we calculate the
geodetic distance and estimate the relatedness in both German and English.
14

https://github.com/shilad/wikibrain/blob/master/
wikibrain-spatial/src/main/java/org/wikibrain/spatial/
cookbook/SimpleToblersLawEvaluator.java
15
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/
dataaccessobject-138824.html

// Get points from earlier .
Point p1 = ( Point ) locations . get ( c1 ) ;
Point p2 = ( Point ) locations . get ( c2 ) ;
// Compute distance in kms between points
GeodeticCalculator calc = new GeodeticCalculator () ;
calc . setStartingGeographicPoint ( p1 . getX () , p1 . getY () ) ;
calc . setDestinationGeographicPoint ( p2 . getX () , p2 . getY () ) ;
double km = calc . getOrthodromicDistance () / 1000;
// Compute SR estimates in English and German
SRResult sr1 = enSr . similarity (
c1 . getLocalId ( Language . EN ) ,
c2 . getLocalId ( Language . EN ) ) ;
SRResult sr2 = deSr . similarity (
c1 . getLocalId ( Language . DE ) ,
c2 . getLocalId ( Language . DE ) ) ;

Figure 3 shows the results for 100,000 sampled concept
pairs. As Tobler’s First Law predicts (and Hecht and Moxley found), when distance increases, relatedness decreases.
However, while Hecht and Moxley had to develop their own
approach to accessing geographic information in Wikipedia,
their own multilingual alignment approaches, and their own
semantic relatedness measure, the above case study only required a few lines of code. In addition, the above example
uses state-of-the-art semantic relatedness measures, which
was not true of the Hecht and Moxley study.

in comparing different language editions of Wikipedia. In
addition, the intelligent Wikipedia-based technologies built
into WikiBrain could help reveal new insight about Wikipedia, e.g. better understanding the category network with
semantic relatedness measures. Moving forward, we have
a team in place for summer 2014 to add robust support
for edit histories (and related features like quality ranking)
and information about users). In addition to democratizing
access to additional resources that have proven useful in intelligent technologies, these features may make WikiBrain
much more appealing to those who study Wikipedia.
Finally, it is important to note that while this paper described many of the features of WikiBrain, many additional
features exist in the software. WikiBrain was developed by
several long-time Wikipedia researchers, and we designed
it to make it easier to address many of the very low-level
challenges faced by those who work with Wikipedia data.
For instance, WikiBrain allows combined or separate access
to ”parseable” links (i.e. those that appear directly in the
XML dumps) and ”unparseable” links (i.e. those that are
hidden in templates), an issue not even considered by most
developers of Wikipedia-based intelligent technologies, even
those that rely heavily on the link graph. We encourage
readers to explore WikiBrain themselves by downloading
the software framework and using it in their applications
and research. Perhaps more importantly, we also encourage
readers to help improve WikiBrain by joining our team of
developers on GitHub.

9.

Figure 3: The relationship between the distances between
all geographic articles and their estimated semantic relatedness. Both English and German show similar patterns.
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have described WikiBrain, a new extensible software framework that democratizes access to a series
of intelligent technologies that derive their world knowledge
from Wikipedia. WikiBrain provides the first evaluation
testbed for some of these technologies with the goal of accelerating and improving research through improved comparability. It is our hope that developers of new Wikipediabased intelligent technologies (and existing technologies not
yet implemented in WikiBrain) will choose WikiBrain to do
so. In that vein, WikiBrain also provides fast, easy-to-use,
and flexible access to the majority of basic structures that
have proven useful in research on Wikipedia-based intelligent technologies (e.g. links, categories, page views, Wikidata).
While we have designed WikiBrain for those who wish to
use Wikipedia rather than study it, researchers interested
in the content, communication, and collaboration patterns
of Wikipedia may also find WikiBrain useful. For instance,
WikiBrain is well situated to assist researchers interested
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